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ABSTRACT
Disability studies and assistive technology are two related fields that have long shared common goals—understanding the experience of disability and identifying and addressing relevant issues. Despite these common goals, there are some important differences in what professionals in these fields consider problems, perhaps related to the lack of connection between the fields. To help bridge this gap, we review some of the key literature in disability studies. We present case studies of two research projects in assistive technology and discuss how the field of disability studies influenced that work, led us to identify new or different problems relevant to the field of assistive technology, and helped us to think in new ways about the research process and its impact on the experiences of individuals who live with disability. We also discuss how the field of disability studies has influenced our teaching and highlight some of the key publications and publication venues from which our community may want to draw more deeply in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Disability studies is the interdisciplinary study of disability in society [40]. Like other areas of critical inquiry, the field of disability studies explicitly delves into the underlying premises of work that relates to the experience of people considered “disabled.” Similar to other fields concerned with minority groups (feminist studies, African American studies, etc.), it also is driven by the goal of giving people a voice in academic work that may otherwise be done about them but not necessarily with them. Disability studies constitutes an ongoing attempt to define the rhetoric, language, methods, and purpose of academic work related to the personal and social experience of disability [32].

The field of disability studies has been in existence for at least three decades, with the founding of the Society for Disability Studies in 1982. This scholarly community continually contributes to the understanding of and engagement with the experience of disability. However, disability studies is generally not visible in the assistive technology literature, as defined by the ACM ASSETS conference, the Transactions on Accessible Computing journal, RESNA, and so on. Considering the interest by disability studies researchers in technological solutions and the interest in tackling issues relevant to disability studies among assistive technology researchers, a more in depth look at the connections between these fields is warranted.

In this paper, we explore some of the disability studies literature relevant to assistive technology. This literature has proven both thought-provoking and useful in our own work. It has led to new problem areas and broadened our thinking about the research process and outcomes in light of the lived experiences of individuals with disability. Also, it has helped us to reflect on our own experiences with disability in relation to our work.

This paper is organized as follows: (1) background on disability studies (2) examples of our work and how a disability studies perspective has and could be impactful in those works, and (3) some core reading with which assistive technology researchers should be familiar, and a discussion of opportunities for and benefits of cross-fertilization between the assistive technologies and disability studies research communities.

2. BACKGROUND ON DISABILITY STUDIES

Much can be done to alleviate the difficulties associated with impairment and disability through social action, reducing bias and discrimination, inclusive design, and so on. However, critical inquiry into the rhetoric and actions surrounding disability demonstrates how both non-disabled academics and society in general sometimes make problematic assumptions about the lived experience of disability, such as the assumption that disability is always a burden or something in need of assistance. Critiques of work concerned with “helping” the disabled call into question the premise that “helping” the disabled is the right starting place. A better understanding of what constitutes a problem from a disability studies perspective can help to enrich existing research and illuminate new areas of inquiry. As an example, an understanding of the socio-cultural models of disability (discussed below) can lead to the idea that the person designing a piece of software is, in some sense, defining who is disabled with respect to that software.

In this section, we review some core ideas from the disability studies literature. Disability studies, or more specifically critical disability studies [49] is a field of critical inquiry focused on the lived experience of disability, and the societal, medical, and intellectual policies and rhetoric concerned with disability. At times, disability studies can be a harsh critic of some approaches to assistive technology. However, this literature can also help our community to focus on the most impactful problems, suggest new directions that support critical thinking about our work, and add to and inform the ways in which we collaborate with and give the subjects of our work a voice in what we do.
2.1 An Historical Overview

The social and intellectual origins of the field of disability studies include scholarly work, the disability rights movements, and policy and legislative activism. Following the independent living movement in the U.S. in 1979, De Jong declared a paradigmatic shift from a “rehabilitation” or “individual” model of disability to an “independent living” model [12]. At the same time in the U.K., disability rights activists and academics focused on a shift from a “medical” to a “social” model [5]. The medical model is instrumental, focused on the individual and their physical condition and limitations; social models propose that cultural and societal factors (e.g., inclusion and exclusion, availability of services) are more central to determining which groups of people experience disability and how.

Despite international interest, for purposes of brevity, we focus on disability studies development within the United States. This began with the disability rights movement, which focused on addressing societal problems faced by groups of people experiencing disability through a combination of personal empowerment and legally mandated integration into the “mainstream of American society” [72]. A basic tenet of this movement is that while impairment is seen as a physical or biological condition of a person (meaning that a limb, organ, or function of the body is somehow negatively different), disability is a form of exclusion propagated by a society that marginalizes or discriminates against people who are seen as being impaired. For example, deafness is an impairment (hearing is lacking). However, in a town where everyone communicates through sign language [18], deafness may not be perceived as a disability. The disability rights movement uses different approaches in different contexts to reduce marginalization and give people power over their own lives, individually and collectively. Much has been accomplished, as evidenced by legislation such as the Rehabilitation Act of 1974 and the Americans with Disabilities Act. However, compliance with this Act continues to be a challenge, and various Supreme Court rulings have weakened the resulting legislation [68].

A defining feature of American disability studies is its focus on representation, language, and action in the world as subjects of study by social science and the humanities. Text and image may be seen as a form of social action (or oppression), as in a newspaper article that discusses disability as “nothing other than a devalued lack.” [69] Furthermore, among research and activist communities and the public, there is a debate surrounding how to represent “people who experience disability” [40, 55, 68]. To describe, or self-describe the people who are our focus. “Person first language” (e.g., “a person with a disability”) has become the U.S. standard. However, because it objectifies disability as a thing residing in the person, some choose to use “disabled people” (the U.K. standard) to stress that disability is a devaluing social process imposed upon, but not an inherent part of, the person. There are theoretical, political, and personal reasons authors may want to choose one over the other, both interchangeably, or simply talk about “people who experience disability” [40, 55, 68]. To demonstrate the complexity of this issue, many groups have recently reclaimed disability or an impairment descriptor as a positive assertion of identity and a new “normal”: “Deaf person,” “Little person,” “Autistic person,” and even “Mad person” are the most common examples [40]. Issues such as the context of use may also affect what term is chosen (for example using people first labels in an advocacy setting but experiential labels in the classroom). Regardless of what label is used, the context and purpose of labeling can lead to negative consequences [16].

2.2 The Medical and Social Models

From a disability studies perspective, the question of language goes beyond labeling and ties into the very heart of how we define disability. Just as labels may have negative consequences, so may the model through which disability is viewed and understood. Analytical consideration of varied models of disability, then, is helpful in understanding how our research and technologies fit into this space.

Designers of assistive technologies may find the medical model pragmatically useful, because it focuses on the physical and functional limitations a person may demonstrate. These represent actionable challenges and present opportunities for measurable results. Adaptations that improve typing speed, screen readers, and personal augmentative communication devices all flow naturally from a medical model of disability. However, “if the medical model prevails, a person with an impairment might, justifiably, be asked to forgo his/her autonomy forever…” [72].

In contrast, when social models are more dominant, attempts to “fix” disability naturally turn outward toward problems of access, oppression, and activism. Medical models can be characterized by a focus on fixing an impairment; social models may lead to a shift from “cure to care” [74], in which “patients,” not clinicians, become the leaders in managing their conditions [8], and societal change is also part of the solution. The social model and the associated independent living movement promotes a belief that self-advocacy and peer support are first steps to full participation in society, citizenship, and leadership development [31]. These concepts can be an important driver for the adoption of assistive technologies.

However, social models also have limitations. For example, if disability is truly defined only by society, the experience of impairment is to some extent invalidated, and the possibility of the need for medical treatment sidelined [54]. Further, both social and medical models ignore that impairment too is a social construction, worthy of sociological study [56, 61]. Some social and medical models rest uncomfortably on an assumption that the goal is normality (that is, the elimination of disability) [54]. This undercuts the potential positive aspects of the disability experience, such as a common community and culture and pride in one’s individuality.

A third approach, a post-modern model, privileges each individual’s unique lived experience, complete with the complexity and nuance of everyday life. Disability, illness, impairment, functional limitation, and bodily anomaly are separate but complementary issues, and successful assistive technologies must account for all of these perspectives [58]. Because some conditions may require medical attention and involve serious secondary problems, it is worth understanding (and perhaps improving upon) the medical model of “impairment.” At the same time, social models of disability should not be abandoned, as they reduce the risk of “blame the victim” social policies [54]. Finally, a cultural understanding of disability is needed to avoid the mistaken assumption that the ultimate goal is “normality.” Physical pain may best be understood within medical and phenomenological models; social suffering within a combination of critical and cultural models; structural inequity within ecological models, and so on. Thus, assistive technology researchers can benefit from greater understanding of the literature from this complex and vibrant area of creative thought.
3. CASE STUDIES
To illustrate the value of bringing critical thinking and interdisciplinary participatory methods from disability studies into assistive technology, we present case studies from our own work in two areas. The first case study relates to autism. We discuss some challenges in balancing the goals of educational institutions, parents, and children and how technologies developed to support this population can either reify their diminished status or empower them. The second case study relates to computer accessibility. We discuss the implications of social models of disability for the work done by designers of technology, and the challenges inherent in inclusive or universal design. We then turn to projects focused on simplifying design, prototyping, and testing.

3.1 Autism and Educational Technology
In this section, we explore the tensions surrounding design and use of educational and assistive technologies for children who experience autism when considered from a cultural, institutional, and disability rights viewpoint. This discussion follows on from the results of two qualitative studies [21, 23, 25]. Both studies focus on understanding the care of children with autism, and one focuses on the experience of children with severe behavior disorders and school-based care providers during school hours.

Our first study focused on current practices, needs, and privacy concerns of the various children and care providers [25]. The data consisted of audio and video recordings and observer notes. Interview participants included two school professionals, six professional therapists, three parents, and two part-time therapists. We conducted 144 hours of participant observation.

It was during this initial study that we began to notice the impacts of the “medical model” for autism and the overarching rehabilitation perspective in treating these children. As described in the introduction, the medical or individual model stems from an underlying belief “that disability results from an individual person’s physical or mental illness” [38]. It often emphasizes a kind of “helplessness” [33]. This model is prevalent in both medical training and the literature of fund-raising foundations, and is often espoused by the groups dedicating significant time, money, and resources to helping individuals “affected by autism.” Probably the most visibly criticized of these non-profit organizations is AutismSpeaks, about whom numerous campaigns within the disability rights community have been launched. These efforts include a petition “AutismSpeaks doesn’t speak for me”, innumerable blog entries, and even a movie shown at the Sundance Film Festival (http://www.sundancechannel.com/ films/500317006/).

Despite public criticism of AutismSpeaks and other similar organizations, there are also supporters who note these organizations raise substantial funds for research and advocacy. For a concerned family member, the medical model may be all they can initially absorb as they process their children’s situations. When faced with the experience of severe autism, which might include the inability to independently use the toilet or severe discomfort and pain at various external stimuli (e.g., lights or noise), concerned parents might simultaneously love their children and reasonably and desperately wish for a cure, an orientation more aligned with medical models. The quest for a cure can be a source of hope for struggling parents while creating the potential for hurting other members of the community:

> It is not possible to separate the autism from the person. Therefore, when parents say, ‘I wish my child did not have autism,’ what they’re really saying is, ‘I wish the autistic child I have did not exist and I had a different (non-autistic) child instead.’ Read that again. This is what we hear when you pray for a cure. This is what we know, when you tell us of your fondest hopes and dreams for us: that your greatest wish is that one day we will cease to be, and strangers you can love will move in behind our faces. [64]

Wanting to explore explicitly the ways in which various models of disability play out in schools, we expanded our prior work by spending three years working with teachers, staff, and students from a school focused on students with both severe behavior disorders and cognitive disabilities. The results presented stem from analysis of empirical data from approximately 300 hours of observation at this school. During this period, we developed a new record-keeping technology to support teachers and aides in understanding the children in their classrooms [23]. The four teachers and ten aides participating in the trial were interviewed weekly during a five-month trial of this technology. Interviews were also conducted with the school social worker, principal, lead teachers, behavioral analysts, and speech therapists.

3.1.1 Cultural Production in Special Education
Special education is often focused on creation of students who can one day be “main-streamed”—that is to say, creating students who understand the implicit and explicit rules of our non-autistic culture well enough to function appropriately within them. The socially and culturally constructed category of individuals with autism includes people who demonstrate enough specific observable differences in social behavior from the norm to qualify them according to a series of quantitative empirically based diagnostic measures. Thus, in autism classrooms, cultural transmission, “the process of passing on culturally relevant knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values from person to person or from culture to culture” becomes explicit [39]. Teachers and staff use a variety of methods for teaching students “how to think, act, and feel” [66] like people who are not autistic.

This cultural transmission becomes so explicit in autism classrooms—as opposed to the implicit but still ever-present role of cultural transmission in “regular” education—because for children with autism, cultural transmission through traditional means can be particularly challenging. In describing the interactions of a family affected by Asperger’s Syndrome, Sacks reports the family members “know the rules and conventions of ‘normal’” but are unable to internalize these, to understand them at the level that those without such disabilities interpret the culture around them [59]. Instead they learned “to ape human behavior” without fully understanding what is behind the customs [59].

Similarly, a wide variety of interventions have been devised to support development of communication skills for individuals experiencing autism. Tools ranging from visual communication [9] to social stories to encourage more nuanced interactions have been developed over many years and provide the groundwork for development of assistive technologies, including in part our own work [24, 27]. However, these interventions and tools all take an “ableist” view that asserts that people with autism must be made capable of communicating like neurotypical (NT) people. This approach ignores the view that individuals with autism may actually view NTs as demanding, over-communicative, and even wasteful in their communication [52, 1]. The goal then, perhaps
should not always be to teach people with autism to “engage in NT-style small talk” [63], but rather to support NTs in communicating with individuals who might much rather have someone walk up to me and tell me some interesting fact I hadn’t known before about grasshoppers, or helicopters, or forensic dentistry, than have someone approach me uninvited to tell me something I’m perfectly aware of, such as the fact that it’s a sunny or a rainy day. If you’re going to interrupt my train of thought and place demands on my cognitive processing to focus on you and comprehend what you’re saying, at least say something that’s intellectually engaging! [63]

By acknowledging the existence of a disability culture—or more specifically an autism culture—we engage with a broader view of communication itself. This bottom-up cultural construction of autism broadens the scope of what we might deem assistive technologies and tools for augmentative communication. The design space of assistive technologies for autism, as with other communication barriers, can and should include technologies that involve both interlocutors in the communication process. This moves beyond a medical model focused on “fixing” a person and recognizes that any communication should include adjustments by everyone. For example, in addition to an augmentative communication device that helps autistic children to approach their peers in “socially appropriate” ways, it could be helpful to create tools that help NT children to approach their autistic peers in “autistically appropriate” ways.

3.1.2 Education as a Structural Institution

Examination of the structural forces inherent to both education and its view of disability provides another view of the interplay between assistive technology and disability for the autism community. Government agencies and non-profit organizations have responded to the growing “epidemic” of autism through campaigns to “Learn the Signs, Act Early” (http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly) diagnose children with autism earlier, and generally to provide better monitoring and epidemiological surveillance of this growing population. The result is a new form of “governmentality.” [14] in which programs designed to protect the rights of this population subject them to a rational, normalizing lens that lacks an understanding of their diversity, culture, or personal identity. For example, during early diagnostic sessions, “experts” demonstrably privilege standardized tests such as the IQ score and the Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills–Revised (ABLLS-R) as evidence, over the opinions of those closest to the child. Reams of parent and teacher generated narrative are often discarded as anecdotal. Dimitriadis and Carlson describe the process by which “special education” students become so labeled:

This process draws together professional educators, psychologists, and doctors in diagnosing the learning “disorders” of individual students and then prescribing a “treatment.” The effect is that students are brought together under a totalizing and regulatory gaze, and teachers’ role is reconstituted around testing, record-keeping, monitoring, and surveillance. [13]

These efforts stem from legitimate concern about the growing rates of autism diagnoses and the potential burden placed on society in terms of financial obligations of the public schools and healthcare system, a change in availability of workers, and simply concern for the general welfare of the citizens of various nations. Following along these lines, we have been involved in efforts to develop technologies to support earlier diagnoses of autism [34, 35] and other early childhood disability [22].

After the initial diagnostic and labeling period, students are subject to further measurement throughout their schooling. In the 1980’s and 1990’s in most of the industrialized world a trend towards concepts of “outcomes” and “performance indicators” began to appear in education. Such movements have generally fallen under the categories of outcomes-based education (OBE) and standards-based education [65, 17, 20].

In special education in the U.S., OBE leads to Individual Education Plans (IEP), negotiated for each student on a regular schedule (typically once a year). The emphasis on measurement and accountability has placed a substantial burden of documentation on individual classroom staff. Inspired by this problem with record-keeping, we sought to use capture and access technologies to automate some of the documentation needs and make visualizations and summaries of data more readily available [23]. Our early design and formative work was focused largely on the views of care providers of children with severe autism. These providers were heavily invested in the medical model and evidence-based practices in schools. However, upon deploying the technology in schools at the same time as we encountered the disability studies literature, we began to view these technologies in a different light. Our focus had been on empowerment of the teachers (its own challenge in a system that inherently privileges administration and legislation), and we began instead to see a path for empowering individual students in the classroom.

3.2 Designing for Accessibility

One goal of assistive technologies is to solve access problems across a broad swath of interfaces. An example is screen readers, which render interactive systems in audio, making it possible to use a computer without being able to see the screen. However, any solution is constrained by the broader context in which it operates. For example, screen readers only work well if web pages are designed with them in mind. Thus, in our second case study, we examine the role of disability studies in technology accessibility.

From a disability studies perspective, technology design is inherent to who has “access” and who experiences barriers. A badly designed interface might unnecessarily create a population of users who are “disabled” with respect to that system (those for whom design problems are barriers to use). Thus, designers have a responsibility not to marginalize atypical users.

Augmentations designed to increase access, such as voice recognition, may also be appropriated by “able users” for other purposes. The potential for augmentations designed for a specific population to be useful for the benefit of all in part drives the universal usability movement. Universal usability focuses on enabling not just access to technology, but success (access + usability) by all, regardless of technology, ability, or skill [62]. This goal has led to many improvements over current designs, often by adding flexibility to underlying infrastructure (such as allowing fonts to be resized in web pages). Among those who are most different from each other, needs may differ to the point that they are in opposition to each other, and one solution cannot be used by everyone. An approach that works to address this issue is inclusive design [53], which extends user centered design to include minority groups.

Limited training and availability of tools for designers and developers can hinder progress towards universal usability and inclusive design. Most user interface and web designers have had
little or no exposure to accessibility, or at best have read something along the lines of the World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) Web Accessibility Guidelines (http://www.w3.org/WAI/).

In addition, even a well-meaning, well-trained professional who wishes to explore the accessibility of a product in a user-centered fashion will face substantial challenges.

Good interface design benefits from early and frequent evaluation of ideas, but it can be difficult to bring in disabled participants for these types of studies [10]. It is often very difficult to recruit more than a few disabled people to test a new design. Given the heterogeneity of the population, even if this sample were larger, it is unlikely to be representative in the traditional usability testing vernacular. Furthermore, the time required to recruit, run a study, and evaluate the results can grow immensely depending on the challenges of a particular population. It may be difficult to gather as much data as is needed due to issues of fatigue and reduced speed from accessibility problems. Also, it is difficult—if not impossible—to replicate the custom setup that makes potential participants effective in controlling their home computers, necessitating home visits or limiting the quality of data [10].

Finally, technology designed by someone who is not experienced in participants effective in controlling their home computers, impossible—to replicate the custom set up that makes potential participants effective in controlling their home computers, necessitating home visits or limiting the quality of data [10].

Good interface design benefits from early and frequent evaluation of ideas, but it can be difficult to bring in disabled participants for these types of studies [10]. It is often very difficult to recruit more than a few disabled people to test a new design. Given the heterogeneity of the population, even if this sample were larger, it is unlikely to be representative in the traditional usability testing vernacular. Furthermore, the time required to recruit, run a study, and evaluate the results can grow immensely depending on the challenges of a particular population. It may be difficult to gather as much data as is needed due to issues of fatigue and reduced speed from accessibility problems. Also, it is difficult—if not impossible—to replicate the custom setup that makes potential participants effective in controlling their home computers, necessitating home visits or limiting the quality of data [10].

Finally, technology designed by someone who is not experienced in making it accessible may be so inaccessible that it is a waste of everyone’s time to test it with its target population before basic issues are addressed.

One of the most universally used technologies is the web, and as a result its accessibility has received a great deal of attention. In part due to legal pressure, the W3C has developed guidelines to enhance web accessibility for people with disabilities. Although broad, these guidelines are most specific and actionable for those experiencing blindness. For example, for individuals whose input is constrained to a very low bandwidth (a small number of characters per minute), the guidelines are missing potentially helpful strategies for increasing web accessibility [47].

Problematically, the guidelines are often interpreted with respect to specific web pages by automated tools that are not able to find all of the most important problems [48].

Although it would ultimately be preferable to test accessibility of web pages with their target users, in practice, this is almost never done. We accepted the inherent difficulties of “doing it right” and developed best practice guidelines with what was feasible. We compared the performance of different approaches to testing the accessibility of web pages [48]. These included automated tools that highlight guideline violations but do not involve users, designers with minimal training (having read a summary of the W3C guidelines), designers with access to a screen reader who could both view and “hear” a page to better understand the experience of someone using a screen reader, and remote users who were blind and could test the pages at home. The designers with the screen readers were consistently high performers in comparison to the other techniques. However, we did not provide enough structure for the remote users in terms of how rigorous to be, making them less effective.

In a separate thread of research, we began to explore tools that, like the screen reader, could give designers increased intuition about the effect of different impairments on the experience of using their designs. We developed a tool that could simulate a range of impairments. Simulation has been used in the past and continues to be used to promote disability awareness via exercises such as riding a wheelchair or wearing a blindfold. However, simulation treats a fine line between helping someone to improve their understanding of disability and reinforcing problematic opinions [36]. In many cases, simulations give the uninhibited an overly negative view of disability as they fail to navigate their experience successfully.

Simulation has also been used in computer access settings. An example is our EASE project [45]. EASE extends a virtual network computing client (VNC), technology that allows one computer to remotely view and control another, which sends all its input and output events to the client. We extended a client to modify those event streams to simulate motor and vision impairments. For example, based on past work demonstrating the types of errors associated with motor impairments, our client could make the mouse perform as if someone with a motor impairment were controlling it. Similarly, it could modify the output stream to simulate visual blind spots or focus problems. Our validation showed that EASE’s motor impairment simulation led to predictable text entry speeds with word prediction.

Simulation represents a low cost and quick way to get feedback in the computer access domain [26]. It can help to ensure that when true usability/accessibility testing is done with disabled participants, the interface is not so bad that it is a waste of everyone’s time. However, computer simulation suffers from similar problems to simulation exercises: it lacks the true experience, likes, dislikes, workarounds, thoughts and feelings of participants: the soul of the experience. Additionally, computer simulation may not be accurate. Finally, “bypassing their opinions for the sake of convenience would be disrespectful to a population” that when included experienced “the first opportunity that they had to express their opinions to people who were interested in listening” [6]. Despite these issues, simulation has been applied to problems of augmentative and alternative communication [26], web accessibility [67], and education (http://www.webaim.org includes scripted simulations of screen reader use, low vision, magnification, and distractibility).

We argue there are alternatives. One alternative is to engage one or a few disabled individuals in the process in a deep way over time. This approach of bringing in people from the “target population” as a fully engaged equal participants throughout the design process is heralded by proponents of the Participatory Design movement within HCI [51], and has at times been usefully applied to assistive technology as well (e.g., [50, 73]). Although only one or a few representatives of a broad and diverse population, these participants can help to shed light on things that may be outside the researcher’s ken, they may be more familiar with the experience of others with similar conditions, and can help to identify situations where more data is needed. Additionally, their participation can help to surface tacit false assumptions, which are self evident to the representatives but may not be obvious to designers.

A second alternative includes gathering a corpus of data that can be used to test hypotheses rather than attempting to simulate experience (e.g., [29]). A data corpus can be designed to represent a much wider range of individuals, will by definition include examples of their real day to day experiences, and is easy to test against (just like a simulation). Unfortunately, the “soul” (and interpretive faculties) of a population are missing in this method, just as with simulation.

4. CONNECTING DISABILITY STUDIES AND ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

The goal of this paper is to encourage the continued development of deep theoretical and scholarly connections between the assistive technologies and disability studies communities. Disability studies scholars draw methods from critical theory [49].
learning to use assistive technology [44]. Another area of understanding their role as gatekeepers to people receiving or example, disability studies can help occupational therapists in a triangular model to remove or create barriers [41]. For complex. If the disabled person uses intricate word processing technologies the person they are assisting uses, which are often needed [41]. To be of service, an assistant must know the assistance, assistive technology changes the human assistance highlight how impairment, environment, and technology interact Litvak and Enders describe how these kinds of studies can social impact of the Internet on the disability community [19]. leading to accessible technologies [70] and Guo’s study of the disability. Other examples of critical explorations of assistive programming, maintaining, and repairing these devices is central to their ultimate adoption and use [11]. Although disability studies has not been prominent in the assistive technology literature, assistive technology has been a subject of inquiry within the disability studies literature. For example, Living in the State of Stuck [60] describes the relationship of assistive technology to the lives of a diverse set of people experiencing disability. Other examples of critical explorations of assistive technology include Tusler’s studies of the corporate drivers leading to accessible technologies [70] and Guo’s study of the social impact of the Internet on the disability community [19]. Litvak and Enders describe how these kinds of studies can highlight how impairment, environment, and technology interact in a triangular model to remove or create barriers [41]. For example, disability studies can help occupational therapists understand their role as gatekeepers to people receiving or learning to use assistive technology [44]. Another area of exploration is the impact of assistive technologies on the current form of assistance most available to individuals experiencing disability: human assistants. Rather than replace human assistance, assistive technology changes the human assistance needed [41]. To be of service, an assistant must know the technologies the person they are assisting uses, which are often complex. If the disabled person uses intricate word processing software, so must the assistant. The issues of choosing, programming, maintaining, and repairing these devices is central to their ultimate adoption and use [11].

4.1 Rethinking Assistive Technology Research in Light of Disability Studies

The drive to solve real world problems, to help people in need, and to use computation for societal good [7, 28] is to be applauded. We frequently engage in activities with these goals as well as the common ableist rhetoric that surrounds them. However, through our exposure to and engagement with the disability studies literature, we have come to a more nuanced understanding of these efforts. A project may have technical merit, and may solve observable problems, but still fail to address the complex interplay of issues at work and to take the most appropriate approach to addressing those issues. Furthermore, it is important to acknowledge that there may not even be a “right” problem to tackle or a “right” approach to take. Flexibility cannot be overvalued.

A general misunderstanding of the perspective of individuals with disability is inherently intertwined with attempts to “do good” within both academic and non-academic efforts. As one recent example of this clash, Kras described the “Ransom Note Affair” in which “ransom notes” from Autism, Asperger’s Syndrome, Bulimia, and other “childhood psychiatric disorders” were used in a public awareness campaign [38]:

Autism: We have your son.
We will make sure he will not be able to care for himself or interact socially as long as he lives.
This is only the beginning.

The response to these ads from the neurodiversity movement was heated and demonstrated the “evolution away from a paternalistic models of advocacy to one of self-advocacy” [38]. Bloggers, community leaders, and the heads of a variety of foundations and activism groups wrote public letters to the campaign requesting its end and created their own public service campaign with ransom notes holding a variety of messages, such as:

To NYU Child Study Center.
We have your disdain. We have your pity. We have your disrespect. We have had enough of these already.
End the Ransom Notes Campaign.
Respect Autistic Voices Now
“Bev” 2007

Following these responses, national and international media coverage, and heated debates in the press and in person, the campaign was eventually ended. We must, as a community of designers and advocates in our own way, work to ensure that our quest to help does not result in these kinds of unintended consequences.

Although we have used disability studies in some ways to critique the assistive technology research and policies in which we and others are involved, the neurodiversity and disability rights movements actually bring to the forefront many opportunities for expanded research in these areas. For example, through blogs, online communities like the Autistic Self Advocacy Network, and virtual communities in places such as Second Life, the visibility and influence of these movements have grown in response to current events. Likewise, the accessibility of cell phones is hotly debated on websites, listservs, and blogs [57]; new open source communities, such as Inclusive Android, are developing around open platforms that can be made accessible by the public if not by manufacturers. As researchers focused on technologies that support and enable individuals and the disability community, we have the opportunity to connect with these groups and these movements. Open areas for research include the use of technology to support empowerment and understanding and inter/multi-disciplinary work that connects issues such as language and culture to the use of technology. Even in our more traditional work (e.g., the development of augmentative communication devices) we have found it useful and important to engage a disability studies perspective to avoid well-meaning errors.

4.2 The Role of Disability Studies in Teaching

Although this paper is primarily research focused and driven by the need to improve our empirical and theoretical understandings of disability in relation to assistive technology, we have also worked to incorporate some of this material into our teaching. From an educational perspective, students learning about assistive technologies, in addition to works previously cited, should be exposed to key readings including the Encyclopedia of Disability [2] and Living in the State of Stuck [60]. They should also familiarize themselves with participatory work such as [4, 15, 42]. Finally, they should be familiar with journals in both areas and conferences such as the annual conference of the Society for Disability Studies. Students should familiarize themselves with topic-specific work. For example, if working with individuals with
cognitive impairments, a good read is [43]. Those working in the area of hearing impairments might benefit from watching the documentary “Sound and Fury” [3].

Additionally, we recommend to those teaching assistive technology classes or more focused courses on designing for specific disability barriers to take a participatory approach with the communities they wish to serve. Guest speakers who self-identify with disability and even discussions by students in the class who have close experience with disability or chronic illness can rewarding ways to encourage students to explicitly engage their biases, assumptions, and (mis)conceptions about disability. Service learning, such as mini internships with relevant community organizations are valuable because students assume the role of apprentice or assistant as opposed to problem solver. This can help orient students in a new way to the issues with which they are trying to grapple [46].

5. CONCLUSION

By exploring the individual, cultural, societal, and theoretical foundations of the concept of assistance and the design of disability-related technologies, we can expand our view of assistive technologies and their place in the complex world of disability. In this paper, we have reexamined technology design and evaluation through two case studies that outline some of the issues brought up by engagement with disability studies. A broader, more nuanced view of impairment and disability highlights new needs surrounding technologies and educational and support systems.

Each of us took a different route to these conclusions. Two of us identify as disabled. Two of us design technology. We all publish in communities ranging from HCI, to disability studies, to anthropology. We have all encountered situations in which someone who immediately experiences the problem we want to “fix” critiqued a project that seemed to have self-evident benefits. We have also all been inspired to work more closely with the communities they are trying to grapple [46].
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